
bathrooms, kitchens, public spaces & objects



The most versatile tile in the world

The DTILE tile-system consists of rounded tiles (or ‘construction-tiles’ as we like to call them), 
and function-tiles. This system allows any space, object or surface to be fully tiled.
DTILE covers the surfaces in a blanket of tiles, with a single, unbroken grid of tilework. 
DTILE can be used in almost any condition - on floors or walls, indoors or outdoors, wet or dry, 
domestic, public or industrial.





Generator Hostel, Amsterdam. Design by DesignAgency / IDEA Ontwerp





Hotel The Dutch, Maastricht. Design by Ontwerpbureau Reiters





Solebox, Amsterdam. Design by Metrofarm





Fireplace



Fridge



NEMO Science Museum, Amsterdam. Design by Standard Studio



Photo: Wouter van der Sar



Brouwhuis, Oisterwijk, The Netherlands. Design by Bedaux de Brouwer





Kitchen with cup tiles





Bathroom with smart drain





Patio with fountain





Garden house at Ideal Projects. Design by Lies van Kerckhove





Dandy Diner, Berlin. Design by Studio Karhard





1Rebel Gym, London. Design by Studio C102
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Bathroom, Jisp

Photo: Bastiaan Woudt





The factory

After designing the first prototypes in 2001, we discovered that designing rounded tiles was 
easier than making them. We travelled the world to find a factory that was able to do the 
manufacturing. No one could, so in 2010 we bought the machinery to start our own factory. 

Today, we produce the rounded construction tiles and the expanding range of function tiles in 
Velp, The Netherlands. The highly specialized production process requires craftmanship and 
attention to detail from the small team in our workshop.

You are always welcome in Velp to see how a bucket of dry clay transforms into shiny and 
virtually unbreakable objects - in a range of beautiful colors. And for a cup of coffee, of course.





Construction tiles and function tiles 

ZU outside saddle

HI inside corner

DU outside cap

DI inside cap

The DTILE collection consists of 6 construction tiles (pictured beneath) and 16 function tiles 

(pictured on the next page), in twenty colors.

To avoid confusion, we gave every tile and color a name. 

When ordering make sure to use the proper names and names of colors.

ZI inside saddle

HU outside corner



WSB whiteboard

HH towelhanger

TO toilet roll holder

BT cup tileKU cube

VR vent gridBO book holder

GR butchers rail

MT knife magnet

GR pull handle

VH recessed cornerVT recessed tile

ST plug holder

AF30 30cm drain tile

AF drain tile

SB blackboard



Colors

Shown colours might differ from real colors. Samples are available.

Construction tiles and function tiles have a lead time (please ask for current lead time).

Colours SNOW and PIGEON are available as mat anti slip tiles.

Other colours can be treated in in order to create an anti slip surface.

04 JET 14 PRUSSIA 24 GRASS

03 GRAPHITE 13 NIGHT 23 SEA

12 HERRING

11 SKY

22 FLAVA

21 DEW

02 PIGION

01 SNOW



44 FIRE FIGHTER

43 CHESTNUTT

42 PLUM

41 PIGLET

24 GRASS 34 DANDELION

23 SEA 33 ALMOND

22 FLAVA

21 DEW

32 SAND

31 IVORY



www.dtile.nl 

DTILE
Markweg 13b 

6883JL Velp,  The Netherlands

+31 (0)26 7024126 

info@dtile.nl

See our website for local distributors.
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